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The ASM instrument on Swarm  
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•  The ASM is located at the tip of a boom furthest away from the body of the satellite 
and other instruments. 

•  The ASM is an absolute scalar magnetometer based on atomic spectroscopy of 4He, and 
relying on the Zeeman effect measured thanks to magnetic resonance. A piezo-electric 
motor is used to rotate the sensor cell and maintain polarization conditions.  

•  This concept allows an internal acquisition rate is of 1 KHz. 

•  So far, its nominal role on Swarm was to produce 1 Hz L1b Scalar for both science 
purposes and calibration of the (50 Hz and 1 Hz) VFM L1b vector data. 

•  But, thanks to its high acquisition rate, it can also be run in a so-called burst mode to 
provide 250 Hz absolute scalar data.   

 

Want to learn more ? 
http://swarm-mission.cnes.fr 

ASM MAIN MISSION  
As the magnetic reference of the ESA Swarm mission, ASM shall provide absolute 
measurements of the Earth’s magnetic field strength, with unequaled 
performances, independent of the field modulus, the spatial position and 
orientation :  
- Measurement range: [15 µT - 65 µT], 
- Scalar bandwidth / sampling rate : 

- Standard mode:  [0 – 0,4 Hz]  / 1 Hz 
- Burst mode :  [0 – 100 Hz] / 250 Hz 

 - for ambient noise level measurement  
 - may also have a scientific interest ? 

- Scalar resolution / precision :    
-  Resolution < 1 pT/ √Hz [DC-100 Hz] demonstrated over the [15 µT - 65 µT] range  
- Precision < 1 pT (Fs = 1 Hz, BW = 0,4 Hz ! σ = R * √BW < 1 pT) 

-  Scalar accuracy : 
-  The internal ASM accuracy error sources have been accurately characterized 
-  Maximum accuracy error after correction : σmax : 65 pT 

- Stability :  
-  Better than 25 pT over 15 days, demonstrated at Chambon-La-Forêt (IPGP) 

ASM SIDE MISSION  
On an experimental basis, ASM shall provide absolute measurements of the 
Earth’s magnetic field direction , the nominal Swarm vector data being delivered by 
the VFM.  
" unique instrument in providing simultaneous absolute scalar & vector 
measurements at the same point 
" auto calibration, permanent quality assessment, stability, no offsets nor drifts  
Performances (inversely proportional to the field modulus) : 

- Measurement range : ± 65 µT 
- Sampling rate :  1 Hz 
- Bandwidth :  [DC- 0,4 Hz] 
-  Resolution :  < 1 nT/√Hz at 40 µT 
-  Absolute accuracy  ≤ 1 nT (2 σ) at 40 µT 

Proven concept on ground, performance to be validated in flight (will depend on the 
background noise). Swarm will offer a unique opportunity to validate the ASM vector 
data in orbit by comparing them with the VFM’s, thus opening the way for a potential  
in-space cross calibration.  

PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE (SCALAR MEASUREMENT) 
ASM is a magnetic field to frequency converter based on atomic spectroscopy 
of the 4He in its metastable level 23S1. The magnetic field modulus B0 is directly 
proportional to the magnetometer’s resonance frequency F (Zeeman effect) : 

B0 = F / γ4He, with γ4He / 2π ≈ 28 GHz / T 
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STATUS  
6 ASM instruments are integrated on the 3 Swarm satellites (full cold redundancy), 
which are ready for shipment to the launch site.  
The launch from Plessetsk with a Rockot launcher is due by the end of 2013.  
ASM level 1B products will be validated during the first months following the launch, in 
close partnership between CNES, CEA-Leti and IPGP. 

SENSOR’S ISOTROPIC DESIGN 

PHYSICAL PRINCIPLE (VECTOR MEASUREMENT) 
Innovative concept based on the scalar architecture using 3 orthogonal coils: 
superposition of 3 AC low frequency modulations (amplitude ~ 50 nT) on the 
static field B0, along 3 orthogonal directions. A real time analysis of the resulting 
scalar measurement, with simple deconvolution operations, provide then 
simultaneously a direct estimation of the magnetic field projections on the three 
modulation directions in addition to the static field determination. 
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A non magnetic sensor 
including the 4He cell, 
based on an isotropic 
design with a static and 
a rotating part, optimal 
resonance conditions 
controlled by a 
piezoelectric motor : no 
dead zones. 

The Swarm Absolute Scalar Magnetometer 
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Vector calibration process and results  

m = +1 
m = 0 
m = -1 

4He metastable state 
23S1 

4He excited state 
23P0 

4He ground state 
11S0  

Selective optical 
pumping (laser) 

Radiative  
desexcitation 

t~10-7s 

 
HF discharge  Lifetime 

t~10-3s 

Magnetic 
resonance at 
frequency F 

→ 
bmx cos(Ωxt) 

→ 
bmz cos(Ωzt) 

→ 
bmy cos(Ωyt) 

→ 
B0 



Results from early burst mode sessions 
during commissioning   
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•  Seven short burst mode sessions were run during 
commissioning early in 2014. 

•  This led to the confirmation of the noise level expected for the 
ASM. 

•  This also revealed a number of issues important to be aware 
of, since they lead to apparent signals NOT to be interpreted as 
scientific signals. 

•  But more importantly, this also led to the identification of 
scientific signals of interest, either complementing signals that 
can also be detected in the 50 Hz VFM data (providing scalar 
information at a higher frequency and with less noise), or signals 
that cannot be captured by the VFM. 



ASM burst mode noise level   
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•  Confirmation of the noise level expected for the ASM, with  
scalar resolution of less than 1 pT/Hz-1/2 (see Fratter et al., Acta 
Astronautica, 2016). 



Identification of artefacts produced by 
the piezoelectric motor 
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•  Such very brief artefacts (a few sample points) arise when the 
piezoelectric motor is activated (roughly 300 times per orbit). 

•  Housekeeping information can be used to flag these artefacts, 
and the data can easily be corrected for them (left to the user to do). 

FM3A instruments on respectively Swarm Alpha, Bravo,
and Charlie satellites over an acquisition period of 5 s.
At low frequencies (f < 4 to 5 Hz), one can predomin-
antly observe the expected contributions of both the
natural magnetic field fluctuations and satellite motion.
At higher frequencies, however, these signals are much
lower and the spectra directly reveal the ASM’s intrinsic
scalar noise level, close to 1 pT/√Hz in the [DC-100 Hz]
band (note that by design, the ASM is free of any 1/f
noise, as demonstrated on-ground, thanks to numerous
scalar differential measurements). These spectra also
show that the vector modulation frequencies selected
on-ground can indeed be used, since no natural signal
could be detected around them.
An in-depth spectrogram analysis of these burst mode

data also puts into light a number of additional pertur-
bations. Expected artificial perturbations can first be
seen as a peak close to the 30-Hz frequency in Figure 1.
This peak is due to some known internal ASM RF
modulation aliasing. Frequency peaks at 3.05 Hz and
harmonics can also be seen. These correspond to known
residual signatures of the ASM internal laser D0 wave-
length control loop. Fortunately, all these perturbations
can be filtered and have no impact on either the scalar
or the vector 1-Hz data.
Unexpected perturbations could nevertheless also be

detected. The first one, illustrated in Figure 2, is gener-
ated by the activation of the ASM sensor motor used to
ensure the ASM isotropy by controlling the θF angle.
Each activation gives rise to rapid fluctuations of the op-
tical coupling in the sensor head, which in turn create

small perturbations in the ASM control loop. The result-
ing artifactual magnetic field transients can reach up to
several nT in amplitude over a few tens of ms. Fortu-
nately, these activations can easily be detected in the
ASM housekeeping data, flagged, and corrected after-
wards, using simple interpolations. Because of their very
short duration, they also do not affect the 1-Hz scalar
measurements (whether acquired in scalar or vector
mode), thanks to the high-order 0.4-Hz low-pass filter-
ing, which gets rid of them. Unfortunately, however, they
do affect vector measurements performed at the vector

Figure 1 Burst mode scalar field noise analysis of the ASM instruments. The analysis is performed over periods of 5 s using 250-Hz burst mode
data. The corresponding noise PSDs are plotted in pT/√Hz over the [1- to 125-Hz] frequency band.

Figure 2 Transient perturbation generated by motor activation in
scalar burst mode data. Example of perturbation detected on ASM
FM1A (Swarm Alpha) burst mode scalar data, plotted in nT on 27
November 2013 from 00:40:22.00 to 00:40:22.10 (i.e., 25 samples of
250-Hz burst mode data).

Léger et al. Earth, Planets and Space  (2015) 67:57 Page 3 of 12



Identification of steps 
produced by digitization overflows   
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•  L0 Burst mode data are coded in Instrument Source Packets (ISP) which contain 
250 data (1s), with only the first data coded as unsigned 32 bits integer, the 249 
following data being provided via increments coded in signed 16 bits integer. -> if 
an increment exceeds 4 nT, an artificial step of (exactly) 8.0289 nT occurs 
lasting until the next second. 

•  This can be detected and corrected for. 

•  Corrected data are flagged.  

Swarm Experimental ASMV Project 

ASM Burst Product Definition for First Release of Data 

Doc. no: SW-ASMV-DD-IPGP-0005, Rev: 1B 

The use and/or disclosure, etc. of the contents of this document (or any part thereof) is subject to the restrictions referenced on the front page.  
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Figure 6-7 – Impact of an outlier > 4 nT 

 
 
 
 
 

6.4.3 Heaters!perturbations!

 

A 58 kHz square signal is used by the spacecraft platform to operate the heaters and the ASM. Each time one 
of the harmonics of this signal matches the ambient scalar field Larmor frequency, interferences may occur 
(see Léger et al., EPS 2015 [RD-8]). Form this constrain, it follows that each time F fulfills the following 
criterion, perturbations of the ASM BURST scalar data may be observed: 
 

 
where Fh = 2.071 µT and the limiting value ε = 50 nT is an empirical margin threshold. 
 
An example of heaters perturbation is given Figure 6-8 below: the ASM BURST scalar is plotted as a 
function of time and has been high-pass filtered to highlight the heaters perturbation signature. 
 
 
 



Identification of interferences between 
heater currents and the RF used by the ASM  
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•  L0 Interferences have been identified between the RF used by the ASM for 
magnetic resonance and the square AC 58 kHz electrical currents feeding 
the heaters needed to maintain the sensors within operating thermal range 
(see Léger et al., EPS, 2015; Fratter et al., Acta Astronautica, 2016).  

•  This can occur only when specific conditions are met, i.e. when the heater is 
on and the field intensity F satisfies F = (2k+1) x 2.071 µT, to within a margin 
(currently set to 50 nT)      

•  This can be (and is) flagged, but CANNOT be corrected for. 

interpolated data in the burst datasets. A noise spectro-
gram of such cleaned burst data is displayed in Figure 5
for a long acquisition period. As can be seen, only the
previously detailed ASM RF modulation aliasing (around
30 Hz) and ASM internal laser D0 wavelength control
loop (3.05 Hz and harmonics) signatures remain per-
manently, while noise bursts occur from time to time,
with signatures on the spectrogram corresponding to
vertical lines (mostly at high latitudes). A scalar noise
analysis in the [35- to 40-Hz] frequency band performed
on corrected burst mode noise spectrograms for all
instruments during commissioning reveals scalar resolu-
tions of respectively 1.1, 1.0, and 1.5 pT/Hz for the ASM
nominal instruments on Swarm Alpha, Bravo, and Charlie,
in full agreement with on-ground characterizations.
In addition to the flags previously defined for the

detection of the ASM sensor head motor activations and
the HF heater signal crosstalk perturbations, flags based
on noise outliers have also been introduced. They point
at field measurements outside the daily ±3 σ range of
high-pass-filtered scalar and vector measurements.
These flags can advantageously be used as an additional
criterion for ASM vector data selection.

Preliminary vector calibration and vector mode
performance assessment
Taking advantage of the flags defined as explained above,
the ASM vector mode calibration process and result-
ing performances could also be analyzed during the
commissioning of the instruments. The three orthogonal-
ity angles characterizing the ASM’s reference frame,
defined by the orientation of the vector modulation coils
and derived from the calibration algorithm, were found
to be stable in the millidegree range around mean abso-
lute values of a few tens of millidegrees respectively.
The three derived vector modulation scale factors were
checked to be close to 50 nT for the X- and Z-axis coils
and close to 48 nT for the Y-axis, in good agreement
with the expected by-design values. A linear temperature
coefficient of 47 ppm/K was estimated in flight, confirm-
ing on-ground measurements for each of the ASM axis
transfer functions, again in agreement with the intrinsic
properties of the amagnetic PEEK polymer used for the
ASM sensor head. For corrections related to the rotor
attitude, weighting correction factors in the 10-ppm
range for the cos(θ) and sin(θ) corrections (sensor re-
sidual imperfections) and in the 70- to 80-ppm range for

Figure 4 Geographical distribution of locations where a heater’s harmonics crosstalk perturbations may occur. This plot is for Swarm Alpha on
December 2014. The ASM scalar field measurements are plotted in μT (colorscale); possible perturbation locations are plotted as white lines.

Léger et al. Earth, Planets and Space  (2015) 67:57 Page 5 of 12



Identification of plasma bubble signals of interest  
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•  Highly detailed signals (with fluctuations on the order of 10 to 200 pT) 
are captured when crossing the boundaries of the plasma bubbles 

!

Electronic density 
(Langmuir Probe) 

Field fluctuations (ASM) 

ASM PSD 



Identification of whistler signals of interest  
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•  Many such signals have been identified and unambiguously attributed 
to lightning events in the neutral atmosphere. 

•  Possibility of investigating the state of the ionosphere below the Swarm 
satellites (see talk by Coïsson et al., “Swarm ASM burst mode to sound the 
ionosphere below the satellites”, session 6 on Wednesday)   

•    

Two days of whistler events 
(maps of dispersions), LT 18:20  

One minute session 
on Bravo (LT 18:20) 



ASM 250 Hz burst mode science data 
A new Swarm product     
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•  The science potential of these early ASM Burst mode data has 
prompted the decision to now run regular burst mode sessions 
(on Alpha and Bravo)   

•  A new Swarm product will soon start being produced under the 
responsibility of IPGP and CEA-Léti: ASM 250 Hz burst mode 
science data 

•  Because the ASM burst mode cannot be run simultaneously with the 
ASM vector mode (more about the ASM vector mode in the next 
talk), such sessions will be run (simultaneously on Alpha and 
Bravo) for two consecutive weeks in alternation with vector 
mode sessions of also two weeks. 



ASM 250 Hz burst mode science data 
Readiness of the production chain 
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•  The processing chain is nearly ready on IPGP side (processing of HK 
data provided by ESA in new file format still to be implemented for flagging 
of piezoelectric motor and heater perturbations, file format issue to be 
solved). 

•  CEA-Leti checked the ability of the ASM to switch from Burst to 
vector mode without harming the quality of the data. 

 - only 20 to 25 % of the performed on/off transitions have shown significant 
 transient deviations w.r.t nominal calibration behavior. 

 - performances are back to nominal at the latest 3 days after the restart of 
 vector mode -> recommendation to stick to two weeks sessions. 

Example of ‘small’ effect detected up to 3 days after 
vector mode restart 

Example of no effect detected after vector mode restart 
(on the ASM scalar residual) 



ASM 250 Hz burst mode science data: 
Readiness of the production chain 
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•  CEA-Leti provided the algorithm and prototype processor to ensure 
that 1Hz scalar data could be produced from the burst mode data to 
feed the production chain of the nominal L1b (VFM) vector data. 

- Validation of the data timing reconstruction strategy of 
the “250 Hz” measurements and derived “1Hz” data 
- Filtering compatibility between 1 kHz internal ASM 
filters and 250 Hz filters to be used on ground in the 
post-processing 
- Correction for the 16 bits dynamic saturation jumps in 
the 250 Hz ASM raw data 
- … 



ASM 250 Hz burst mode science data: 
Data format and content     
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Data will be made available in the form of daily files in CDF format with the 
following information: 
•  UTC time of each sample at 250 Hz. 
•  Location of the satellite (latitude, longitude, radius). 
•  Value of F (after corrections for 8.0289 nT jumps and stray fields). 
•  Value of dF stray field corrections that have been implemented. 
•  Flag_step: Flag for the data that have been corrected for the 8.0289 nT field 

jumps. 
•  Flag_outlier: Flag when an outlier has been detected. 
•  Flag_heater_field_conditions: Flag when field values are such that a heater 

perturbation is likely to have occurred if the heater was on. 
•  Time_heater: Times in UTC when the heater was on. 
•  Time_piezo: Times in UTC when the piezoelectric motor was activated and likely 

to produce a perturbation. 
In addition, for each daily CDF file, a CDF header file will also be produced, 
containing all relevant information about the input files and parameters used for 
creating the CDF file.  
     



A new test session was already run on Alpha 
on 25/07/18 
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•  More whistlers could be detected (here an example of 1 mn of data) 

•  More on this in the talk by Coïsson et al., “Swarm ASM burst mode to 
sound the ionosphere below the satellites”, session 6 on Wednesday. 

•  STAY TUNED ! 


